
Computational Methods for Inverse Problems

and Applications in Image Processing

Project 3: Iterative Methods for Atmospheric Image Deblurring

Here we build off the first two projects to learn the basics of removing blur from astronomical
images, but this time using iterative methods.

1. To get started, we will use the data from Project 2, and you should compare any reconstruc-
tions using iterative methods with your fast FFT-based ones from Project 2.

2. Next, you need to download some additional software. Specifically, go to

http://www.mathcs.emory.edu/~nagy/Padova/

and download the file RestoreToolsLight.zip. This should also be available in the course
repository.

3. When you unzip this file, you will need to add this, and its subfolders, to your MATLAB
path. These codes use an object oriented approach to set up matrix objects for iterative
image deblurring. The first thing you should do is load your data from Project 2, reconstruct
the PSF, and then set up the associated matrix object:

K = psfMatrix(PSF, ’zero’);

The second input, ’zero’, tells the psfMatrix function to use zero boundary conditions. The
“matrix” K is an object (structure) for which operations like multiplication and transpose have
been overloaded. For example, if I compute:

g_true = K*f_true;

Then g true should be a blurred image.

4. Begin by trying the function IRcgls.m. This is the conjugate gradient method for least
squares problems, and you can use it as an iterative regularization method.

(a) The simplest way to use this function is:

f_cgls = IRcgls(K, g1);

This simple call uses a default maximum number of iterations, and default stopping
tolerances.

(b) You can changed these default values, for example the maximum number of iterations,
as follows:

options = IRset;

options = IRset(options, ’MaxIter’, 500);



(c) If you reset the maximum number of iterations as above, then you can re-run CGLS as:

[f_cgls, out_cgls] = IRcgls(K, g1, options);

(d) In the above call to CGLS, out cgls is a structure containing information about the
iterations. For example, out cgls.Rnrm and out cgls.Xnrm contain the residual and
solution norms for each iteration. You could see if this information produces an L-curve:

loglog(out_cgls.Rnrm, out_cgls.Xnrm, ’b-o’)

Note that the log-log scale is not always needed – you could also try:

plot(out_cgls.Rnrm, out_cgls.Xnrm, ’b-o’)

(e) You can also try to change the residual norm stopping tolerance (e.g., as you might if
you were using the discrepancy principle). For example,

options = IRset;

options = IRset(options, ’MaxIter’, 500, ’Rtol’, 1e-3);

If you re-run IRcgls with these options, does the iteration stop before reaching the
maximum number of iterations? If so, is the solution good?

Note: The command

options = IRset;

resets the options to the default values. It is usually good practice to do this before
changing any values, so that you know for sure which default values have been changed
before running the code.

5. Try repeating the above experiments, but use

(a) g2: In this case, if you change the default Rtol, try using 1e-2.

(b) g3: In this case, if you change the default Rtol, try using 1e-1.

When compared with g1, are the L-curve plots more distinctive for either of these cases?

6. Now try repeating the above experiments with IRmrnsd. This function enforces a non-negative
constraint, and may converge more slowly. So you might need to use more iterations than
IRcgls. If so, does the corner correspond to the number of iterations needed to reach the
changed Rtol?

7. Try using IRhybr.


